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My opinion

First it was pain medicine fellowship. Then it was
addiction medicine fellowship. Now it is climate
medicine fellowship. I have pursued each of them,
most likely with half-interest because I have
abandoned my pursuit for them after the very first
rejection. However, I think that it may have happened
for the good considering that my disruptive out-of-box
ideas could have unsettled the evolving, formal and
structured fellowship curriculum. If I had further
pursued climate medicine fellowship, I might have
explored the following which I am now hoping that
someone somewhere out there pursuing career in
climate medicine may pursue if they get excited after
reading them:

Polity-Ideology Balancing
Climate Emergency Plan

One side believes in prevention by regulation; other
side believes in progression by development [1-2]. The
two may come together if we plan climate emergency
management plan in such a way that we are working
top-gear for preventive technology during one
sideâ€™s reign followed by working top-gear for
developing Noahâ€™s ark [3-4] during other
sideâ€™s reign because in terms of climate
emergency, we will need to continue addressing
â€œThe Last Questionâ€• [5] while continuing to
design â€œSnowpiercerâ€• [6] for the time when we
fail.

Nook-And-Corner Biome
Deposit Center

Modern sewage systems have converted human feces
into overwhelming wastage [7-9]. It is time to revive
adding foliage into feces for converting it into
recyclable soil-for-ages but of course, after biomes
have been tested in human feces. If discovered
biomes fall in beneficial category of species, those
deposits of human feces can be frozen for future
medical use as fecal biome transplantation among
other humans [10-12]. For deposits of human feces
devoid of beneficial biomes, the biome deposit centers

at every nook and corner will ensure that human feces
do not get flushed into sewage as wastage but
converted with foliage into soil-for-ages.

Addressee-Paid Monthly
Premium Address Service

Inspired from the original pre-adhesive mail
(stampless letters) wherein addressees used to pay
for each delivered letter [13-16], it may be time that
postal services charge monthly premiums from the
addressees residing at premium addresses [17].
Henceforth, just to honor prepaid stamps adhering to
them, the postal services will not have to deliver
unwanted mail to premium addresses and will rather
return the unwanted mail to their senders [18-20] so
that producers and senders of unwanted mail may
think twice before incentivizing the cutting down of
trees which as unwanted mail are ending up in landfill
[21-22].

Supernova Natural
Mummification Speeding Dune
Reengineering

The question to investigate will be whether the
expanding number of dunes (one of the consequences
of overconsuming humans [23-24]) can bury the
overwhelming number of dead (one of the
consequences of overproducing humans [25-27]) thus
potentially restoring and balancing ecological
equilibrium under tons-and-tons of sand. The dunes
sooner, later or eventually may have the potential to
turn into grasslands with organic matter enriching top
soils and/or into fuels with deep earth enclosed
organic fossilization [28-31]. Until human technology
evolves to hasten fossilization at supernova speeds
[32] turning sand burials into the norm rather than the
exception, the present question will be whether the
dead could be cost-effectively transferred to the dunes
getting slowly and steadily reengineered by natural
mummification of the dead.

Conclusion

Essentially, whether pursuing climate medicine or not,
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the query for all of us living in the times of current
climate emergency is whether we can ever prevent our
earth becoming like everything else in the space-time
continuum that, as far as we know, is composed of
lifeless stars, planets and others; and if we cannot
prevent it [33], whether we can build our Noahâ€™s
ark to carry forward the life, in the form we currently
know, in our own â€œSnowpiercerâ€• in search of a
new earth terrestrially or in our own â€œStar Trekâ€•
[34] in search of a new earth extra-terrestrially [35].
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